5 Ways HP DaaS Simplifies IT
With the average employee using 2.3 devices to do their job,1 securing and managing
an increasingly diverse landscape of endpoints is an ongoing struggle for IT managers. Adopting
an HP Device as a Service (DaaS) model can make IT easier, by providing employees with the latest
technologies while offloading routine device management tasks—and freeing IT for other priorities.

Here are 5 ways IT can benefit from HP DaaS:

Deploy new devices
with flexibility.
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In an HP DaaS model, your service
provider ensures you always have
the right devices to meet workforce
demands. You can easily scale up or
scale down to accommodate staffing
or business changes.

Keep devices up to date.
With device and software refreshes
and updates as part of your HP DaaS
plan, your end users will always
have the latest technologies for
optimal productivity.
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Improve productivity.
Forcing legacy devices to keep up
with recent innovations is risky and
can impact employee productivity.
Performance features, support,
and security can come built in to
the latest devices and operating
systems.
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Save money and
IT resources.
By offloading device management
to a trusted partner, your IT team
can spend less time troubleshooting
and maintaining devices and focus
on other priorities. Plus, optimize
spending with one predictable price
per device.
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Secure end-user devices.
With HP TechPulse analytics, you
can track the enforcement of security
policies such as firewalls, encryption,
password protection, antivirus
protection, and device lock and wipe.
The right DaaS partner can help you
proactively approach security threats
by providing the latest technologies.
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Rely on HP Device as a Service
for unified endpoint management
By handing off some or all of your daily device monitoring and security tasks, you can optimize your
IT assets and resources. HP DaaS offers hardware, analytics, support, and a full portfolio of services
that span the entire device lifecycle. HP DaaS also includes plans in which HP Service Experts take on
your day-to-day device management, with HP TechPulse analytics and industry-leading tools such as
VMware Workspace ONE—so you can focus on new technologies and on supporting your users.2

Ready to learn more?
Download the eBook
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Brian Hughes, “Are Your Employees Using Too Many Devices?” Small Business Trends, November 1, 2017.
https://smallbiztrends.com/2017/03/too-many-devices.html
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HP unified endpoint management is provided by HP Service Experts in HP DaaS Enhanced or Premium plans. Service Experts deliver service
using VMware Workspace ONE powered by AirWatch. Please check availability of options in your country.
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